CLEARCOATS

3750S - 3760S ULTRA PRODUCTIVE VOC CLEAR SYSTEM
3750S and 3760S are the most productive clears for any temperature.
LEARN MORE

3800S CHROMACLEAR VOC
3800S is the highest quality clearcoat for your best paintwork.
LEARN MORE

CC6300 VOC PROTECT CLEAR
CC6300 is a versatile 2K clear that offers exceptional scratch resistance.
LEARN MORE

CC6400 STANDARD VOC CLEAR
CC6400 is a robust clear that delivers consistent quality and productivity
LEARN MORE

CC6500 HIGH PERFORMANCE VOC CLEAR
CC6500 High Performance VOC Clear is easy to use, quick-drying and very flexible.
LEARN MORE

CC6600 CROMAX PRO STAR CLEAR
CC6600 is a 2K clear formulated for use over Cromax Pro Basecoat
LEARN MORE
CC6700 ULTRA PERFORMANCE ENERGY CLEAR
CC6700 is an energy efficient and highly productive high-gloss clearcoat.
LEARN MORE

CC6750 ULTRA PERFORMANCE ENERGY SYSTEM CLEAR
CC6750 has flexible application in 1.5 - 2 coats and very good vertical stability which make it easy and safe to use.
LEARN MORE

VR-1120 VALUECLEAR VOC
VR-1120 is a 2K clearcoat that offers versatility and value for money.
LEARN MORE

1200S UNIVERSAL CLEAR
1200S is a user-friendly 2K clearcoat that can be applied universally.
LEARN MORE

3050S CHROMACLEAR
3050S is a clearcoat that provides an excellent appearance.
LEARN MORE

679S ULTRA PRODUCTIVE CLEAR
679S is a 2K high-efficiency clearcoat with very short drying times.
LEARN MORE